THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
The Indo-Chinese press is tri-lingual. The language of China
erves as a medium for Amamite scholars, and naturally, also? for the
oany Chinese living in the colony. It is not openly political, but bitter
xperience has made the government exercise a severe if not wholly
ffective censorship. Papers in quoc ngu have begun to appear in
rears1, but the French press is by far the most Important Mote
han three hundred papers appear in that language for the small public
vfaich the colony boasts. Pham Quynh's Nam	embodies in oat
>eriodical the colony's three journalistic languages, and	his
lesif e to bridge the cultural gaps between the three countries.
In 1898 Doumer, characteristically, wanted to restrain the
rf the Indo-Chinese press. He encountered little resistance	the
rew papers then extant. Doumer obtained powers for	the
Vl&ropole, by playing up the current Chinese unrest* in	a
tat a simple edict could suspend a paper*s publication. Unlike the
French press, where the state's hand is stayed until after
methods in Indo-China are rather preventive, In that they
preliminary authorization to publish. The violence of the colony's
km provoked an endless series of decrees of such complexity        the
Minister of the Colonies, in 1927, felt compelled to
ant of this journalistic chaos.
The juridical regime to which the colony's press Is
characterized by such confusion that laws not only
to another, but within the country	to the	of
publication. Cochin-China's position is the         clean-cut,	ii
the French press law of 18811 and its
in common with Parisian journalism. Elsewhere
aai often coirfuslag, as shown by the
to them by different magistrates.
The Astramlte or Chinese, desiri&g to	t
of the administration wMch? ia turn,	to
the individual. Here	the	for tie
received Is bound to be arbitrary	is no &tf         and ci»-
is only obtainable	a	or * foe*         the
ia French enjoys a regime so nmclt	an
it siiapler to Mre a FreochiBaa as	editor,
of life Bgfi«f»lty to write a* he	To	tU*	trf
1 Twafy*.tro	two
jaimtftZi,	popular
uk* tfeas         Jn

